Dear Members,
As we continue to navigate through the enhanced safe management measures, we
will adapt as and when necessary, to ensure the utmost safety and well-being of our
members, including yourself, as well as our guests, staff and property. Please take
note of the following updates, which would be implemented from May 19, 2021,
until further notice.

GOLF COURSES AND LAGUNA PRACTICE ARE MANDATORY MASK FACILITIES
While we would like to express our sincere appreciation to all Members who have
embraced the new measures and complied with wearing masks at all times, we
would also like to take this opportunity to add further clarity on what is acceptable
for wearing masks and the enhanced enforcement that will be imposed on those
who are not complying with the current rules.

Enhanced Enforcement
The club wishes to inform all Members that there will be an adjustment to the
actions taken on Members/guests who are found to be in violation of mask wearing
directives:






It is MANDATORY for all golfers to wear a mask at all times on the golf
course, with the exception of times when you are actively putting food or
drink in your mouth. Please mask down to bite/sip and then mask up.
Smoking will be enforced the same way.
IMPORTANT: If a golfer is found to be not wearing a mask or wearing a
mask incorrectly, THE ENTIRE FLIGHT will be removed from the golf
course without any rain-check or refund. The flight may also be subjected
to further disciplinary action including suspension from the property.
This is to ensure the health and care of all our customers and staff as we will
not let the actions of a few to put everyone else at risk.

Acceptable way to wear a mask
There is only one way to wear a mask – it must be on your face, covering both your
mouth and nose at the same time. Those wearing a mask incorrectly will be treated
the same as those not wearing a mask at all.

Neck scarfs and gaiters are not allowed in place of masks
Please note that neck scarfs and gaiters are not allowed in place of masks on the
golf course. Golfers may still wear them for sun protection, but you must ALSO be
wearing a mask to comply with safe management measures. You will be asked to
show that you are also wearing a mask, and if anyone is found to be not wearing a
mask, you will be removed from the property.

Image: (L-R): Acceptable way to wear a mask. Gaiters are not allowed in place of masks.

LIGHTNING WARNING – ABANDON PLAY
Please note that when a lightning warning comes into play, you must stop your
game immediately and exit the property. There is no waiting anywhere on the
property to return to your golf game. Please drive off the course and proceed to the
lightning evacuation parking at the ground floor of the car park – remove your clubs
and proceed directly to your car or to the lobby to wait for your taxi. Please maintain
distancing at all times.

HOURS OF OPERATION CHANGE
Please note that during this time of enhanced measures at the club, the following
facilities will have adjusted hours of operation:




GOLF BAG DROP: 6:30AM – 8:00PM
THE SHOP: 6:30AM – 8:00PM
GOLF CHANGING ROOMS (Toilets): 6:30AM – 8:00PM

SOCIAL AND RECREATION UPDATES
In compliance with the heightened COVID-19 regulations, all Social and Recreation
Funshops are suspended until June 13, 2021. Classes will resume when the
government restrictions are lifted.
Swimming pool






Register in groups of 2 (e.g. A family of 4 will split into 2 groups of 2).
Stay in the same group throughout the visit to the resort.
Do not intermingle.
A mask must be worn at all times unless when you are in the swimming pool.
Members are advised not to mingle in the resort as much as possible.

Swimming lessons



Group classes are suspended till June 13, 2021.
Private 1-to-1 swimming lessons are still ongoing.

Tennis Court







Register in groups of 2. (e.g. A family of 4 will split into 2 groups of 2).
Only 2 players can be on the court at the same time. (e.g. 1 vs 1 per game only).
Stay in the same group throughout the visit to the resort.
Do not intermingle.
A mask must be worn at all times unless playing tennis.
Members are advised not to mingle in the resort as much as possible.

Tennis Lessons



Group lessons are suspended till June 13, 2021.
Private 1-to-1 tennis lessons are still ongoing.

Once again, we thank you for your continued patience and support.

